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Although having Asperger Syndrome (AS) could make romantic relations difficult, having a
fulfilling relationship with an Asperger man is obviously not difficult. Rudy Simone explores the
complications of Asperger's associations with honesty and understanding, drawing on research
and personal experience to see and advise women with AS partners. She offers tips for
improving the partnership and acquiring fulfillment both individually so when a few. It will also
be of interest to counsellors working with couples where the male partner has Asperger's
Syndrome. This book shows how exactly to overcome these complications and maintain a
relationship with an AS partner.From an unwillingness showing affection in public as well as rest
in the same bed to problems holding down a job, this book talks about 22 common traits that
women may discover when they are dating, coping with or married to a man with Asperger's
Syndrome. A female in love with a guy with AS may interpret his problems with conversation
and socialization as too little interest in the partnership. He may vacillate between being gentle
and caring to seeming cold and distant. This book will help women to understand the male
Asperger's mind and, similarly, it can benefit men with AS to see stuff from their partner's
perspective. She may find his behaviour hard to understand, resulting in feelings of loneliness,
isolation, and confusion.
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 It has been an extended, grueling, emotional journey to discover pretty much every tip in this
publication. Where do I begin? While internet articles seemed to be pointing me in the proper
direction, the fine detail and guidance in this book went quite a distance towards producing me
understand the utter strangeness of oir romantic relationship. This is just my estimation and
how I sensed about it. I wish We had read this book before I fell in love with my fiance. By the
finish of it I was even more confused than in the beginning. A romantic relationship with an
aspie is NOT fulfilling in the original sense of what you'd expect from a relationship (have LOTS
of friends). Really? I wish my study at the beginning had brought me to this publication. I
understand the outward symptoms are many and when you decide to embark in this kind of
romantic relationship, you will deal with all kinds of behavior issues, nevertheless, you need to
draw the line somewhere. The author appears to provide one excuse after another for poor
behavior. My husband could not treat me the way those guys in this reserve treat ladies. Some
non AS guys from past human relationships would. And I did so find myself thinking, "Gee, I'm
pleased he doesn't do THAT! It requires work, I obtain it. This book is not connecting the dots for
me personally, sorry. It is so validating of what it's like to be a woman deeply in love with an AS
man, and similarly heartbreaking that he's hardly ever going to change. You can find probably a
couple chapters which can be dismissed per any particular aspie, but 90% does apply to most.
I've been with my aspie fiance for 3+ years today. So - if you have any idea that your man may
have Asperger's, or in the event that you know - this publication is a great, quick read which will
be really beneficial to you. I've dated more men in my own life than I treatment to count, but do
each of them have AS or had been they simply jerks?I didn't enjoy it. If you think your lover has
AS tendencies after that this book will certainly give you insight as to what is going on. Five
Stars Exactly what I needed! This is definitely an interesting book, specifically for someone like
me who has been told he has Aspergers. involved As difficult as truths can often be to hear
aside from accept, it is a positive thing to face facts. Aspies can change behavior in very slow
increments as time passes, but the expectation that you can switch something about them
leaves you disappointed more often than not.I will say, internet dating an aspie isn't for
everybody. Not in these specific words, but in the previous few pages the writer says oh well if
nothing at all works and you get dumped you should forgive him. But there are various benefits.
You will have no one you trust more to repair things and fully study anything and everything you
need and my aspie may be the most honest, devoted man I've ever met (though him looking at
other females was a challenge initially, he did change it out when my feelings FINALLY got
through). Excellent points and in my experience very true. The desk of contents read like I had
written it myself in describing the difficulties I confronted in a relationship with an AS partner.
However, the book turned out to be extremely depressing. A laundry set of all that can fail.
Ultimately I am more disillusioned and pessimistic than before I examine it. Very disappointing
:(. I really do not recommend it. this book simply helped me to better understand everything
about any of it, and has helped me in my own eventual, broken-hearted realization that I cannot
make this work... I came across this booking depressing. After 2+ years with him, I could've
written this book! emotional journey to find almost every tip in this book This book is incredibly
accurate. Very Well Written, and Helpful This book was short and easy, and sadly, helped
confirm for me personally that the man I really like has undiagnosed Asperger's Syndrome. After
spending a few months wondering "that which was wrong," I begun to wonder if this was the
case. I read up on it on the internet, and then made a decision to buy this reserve. I'm happy I did
so. I'm still navigating through this as my husband was just recently diagnosed with AS. It had
been comforting to begin to understand that there were very specific, clinical known reasons for



his behavior and seeming lack of feeling for me personally, despite what continues to be an
obvious attachment to me. I have tried to not use this almost certain analysis as a justification
for what is (or rather, isn't) taking place in our relationship; Validating and heartbreaking. One
last thought - While Thus many of the 22 aspects mentioned in the reserve applied specifically
to my boyfriend, there have been many that didn't. It pretty much tells you that you should
mother your Aspie partner to protect your sanity and become his/her doormat forever. Very eye
opening... I felt very identified with all the current aspects and the emotions an AS couple feels .
I've known about Asperger's from the beginning and knew the relationship would be a
challenge. It definitely was to me. Eye opener I have already been struggling for years with my
relationship with my husband. Reading this publication was like someone had looked into my
entire life and made sense of it. I needed to read more! Interesting, on a Fascinating Subject. Life
is still difficult but Personally i think better about myself and I'm trying to do more things that
produce me happy Dangerous The title gives you hope and the contents bring you crashing
back off. This book appeared to be just what I was searching for until I started reading it and
realized it was another bundle of excuses for poor behavior by guys on the spectrum. Personally
i think — therefore I am ... If you've experienced a relationship for a while and you expect this
book to end up being the magic answer for you personally, you can be disappointed. It could
strengthen our appreciate and understanding, moreover our solve why we elect to continue in a
romantic relationship that will not reflect our own feelings or behaviors. However, easily had a
few of the approaches for coping in the beginning instead of learning slowly, after being hurt (a
lot), I would've been far better off. Concise, positive, and knowledgable! Great book and 100%
trust everything!. Recommended 100% . It was a great help me and helped obtain my husband a
medical diagnosis of Asperger's Syndrome. Disappointing We was expecting a publication that
offered some "you are not alone" insights along side "this is often a positive journey" advise. If
you believe your partner has AS tendencies after that this book will certainly give you insight in
regards to what is going on.. Really good points and in my experience very true. It had been even
more an affirmation of everything I've been through and that I'm not by yourself." Haha. The very
best part is knowing that I'm not only and it's not my fault. My recommendation for anyone
attempting to find out what your relationship will be like if you dated an aspie (after those initial
few glorious months what your location is his current obsession), this is actually the book for
you. I will agree that lots of the things right here resonated. Very eye opening.. but again a lot did
not seem to match moi. Still, an excellent read. Five Stars This book helped me understand more
about my hubby.
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